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1.

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of Policy

Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (the Trust) is committed to ensuring that its staff and
service users are as safe as possible at all times. Ensuring that our staff are appropriately
trained and the equipment we use when moving and handling is adequate is fundamental to
providing a safe risk managed service.
The Health & Safety at Work etc Act 1974 directs that it shall be the duty of every employer to
ensure the health, safety and welfare at work of all its employees and of others who may be
affected by their undertakings. This is supported by the Manual Handling Operations
Regulations 1992 (as amended) which states where it is not reasonably practicable to avoid
manual handling operations appropriate steps must be taken to reduce the risk of injury arising
out of manual handling operations.
The regulations also require that the Trust identify all moving and handling operations and that
suitable and sufficient risk assessments have been undertaken. It is further required that these
assessments be recorded and that annual reviews of them take place, or whenever
circumstances change.

1.2

Definitions

Moving and Handling Operation - A “Moving and Handling operation” is defined as “any
transporting or supporting of a load (this includes people or animals) which includes lifting,
putting down, pushing, pulling, carrying or moving by hand or bodily force”.

Slide, Glide and Hoist – These principles should be adopted in all service user handling
situations. For example the use of slide sheets to aid in the repositioning of a service user in
bed, the use of transfer boards and slides in assisting a service user to transfer from one seat to
another using the glide technique and finally, hoisting should be used where a service user
can not support their own weight in transferring from one position to another or, where a service
user has fallen to the floor.

Back Pain - Back pain is part of a group of health conditions called musculoskeletal disorders
(MSD). This is a term used to describe strains, sprains and overuse problems affecting the
body’s muscles, joints and nerves. The back, neck, shoulders and upper limbs are particularly
at risk. Problems can include everything from backache and slipped discs to upper limb
disorders that cause pain, numbness, swelling and tingling in the hands and wrists. These
conditions can often be caused or made worse by work activities when incorrect techniques or
posture is adopted.

Control Measure – Is a process which identifies safe actions and procedures to reduce
identified risks to the lowest possible level of likelihood of occurrence,

Risk – As defined in the Trust Risk Management Strategy and Policy there are several well
known definitions of risk, including:
“The possibility of incurring misfortune or loss”
“The likelihood of adverse consequences arising from an event”
“The chance of something happening that will have an impact upon objectives – measured in
terms of consequences and likelihood”
Actions – Further control measures that are required to reduce the risk of injury that cannot be
implemented immediately. For example, authority needed for the purchase of new equipment or
building improvements - all of which will take time.
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Ergonomics - concerned with designing according to the human needs in order to optimize
human well-being and overall system performance encompassing Safety, Comfort, Ease of use
and Performance,
Suitable and Sufficient – Assessments will be ‘suitable and sufficient’ as long as they have
considered:
a) All types of moving and handling operations staff are required to carry out; and
b) The person carrying out those assessments has the knowledge, training and experience
to do so.
Load – Anything that requires transporting or supporting. A load may be a person or inanimate
object.
Bariatric Service user – A service user with a Body Mass Index (BMI) (weight in Kg divided by
the square of the height in metres) greater than 40 can be considered Bariatric. Waist to Hip
ratio and a waist circumference of greater than 40 inches in a male and 35 inches in a female
are also recognised measurements of obesity. (Taken from HSE - Risk assessment and
process planning for bariatric service user handling pathways)
All staff – Includes all permanent, temporary, bank and agency staff of all grades. In the case
of volunteers only the moving and handling of inanimate loads is applicable. Volunteers should
not be undertaking service user handling activities.

1.3

Scope of Policy

This policy is applicable to all Trust staff and volunteers (including bank and agency staff)

1.4

Principles

This policy is based on legislation, guidance and best practice to reduce the level of harm to our
staff and service users from moving and handling activities.

2.

Policy Statement

The Trust is committed to ensuring moving and handling information, instruction and training are
available to staff to achieve and maintain standards required by legislation and regulation.
The Trust promotes minimal moving and handling and requires employees to understand and
use the principles of SLIDE, GLIDE and HOIST.

3.

Duties

The Chief Executive is ultimately responsible for “Moving and Handling Operations“
The Chief Executive has delegated the operational responsibility for Health and Safety to the
Executive Director of Nursing and Quality and “Moving and Handling Operations” is part of that
responsibility.

3.1

Executive Directors

To ensure that effective systems are in place to manage moving and handling risks to the
Trust’s workforce and that adequate resources are available to support those systems.

3.2

Directors and Deputy Directors

Must satisfy themselves that effective moving and handling risk management control systems
are in place to address moving and handling activities.
Must prioritise the allocation of resources required to implement the risk management control
systems and training, as necessary, to reduce the risks from moving and handling operations to
the lowest practicable level.

3.3

Service Managers / Matrons / Home Managers
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Matrons / Service Managers and Learning Disability home managers will ensure that there is an
appointed key Trainer within their area of responsibility that will support local managers in
ensuring that the following goals are achieved and maintained in:


The provision of practical training on the principles of moving and handling to all
employees within their area.



To improve the moving and handling culture and practices within their area of
responsibility by maintaining and improving the working lives of their staff and the levels
of care they are able to provide.



To ensure that adequate time and resources are made available to meet these
objectives.



Monitoring and analysing the moving and handling risk management control systems in
place to address moving and handling activities within their area of responsibility.



Satisfying themselves that moving and handling risk assessments are being undertaken
throughout the workplaces for which they are responsible, and that those assessments
are being properly actioned and recorded.



Maintaining and supporting the moving and handling strategy throughout the
organisation.



Ensuring sufficient and suitable moving and handling equipment is available within their
area of responsibility.

3.4

All Managers

Will need to ensure that:


all staff within their responsibility has access to the moving and handling policy,
procedure and local guidelines and that staff understand and are compliant with these
documents



To maintain a written weekly record of checks and maintenance of all equipment that is
used within their ward or home.



Supervision of all staff, including the completion
training/competence records for each staff member.



Ensuring the reduction of moving and handling activities is implicit in the management of
day to day routine by planning activities so that the workload is spread evenly across
each shift.



Ensuring all moving and handling risk management control systems are implemented
and followed, which includes the provision of information, instruction and training.



Identifying, assess and reduce the risk within their area of responsibility and identify
suitable control measures to minimise the risk to its lowest practicable level.



Carrying out risk assessments and where moving and handling activities cannot be
eliminated and where a risk is identified. Detailed written assessments will be carried out
using the T.I.L.E.E format for inanimate objects and the P.E.A.C.E. format for service
users. (These can be found at appendix 3 and 4 respectively).



Ensuring action plans are communicated to their line manager that aim to minimise the
risk posed to a lower level that presently remains outside their area of authority. Copies
of these risk assessments will be sent to the Risk and Safety Team.



Ensuring all moving and handling equipment is properly maintained, examined and
tested (Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations 1998 – LOLER 98)



Removing all unsafe equipment from use and clearly label the equipment as unsafe to
use, which is then communicated to the rest of the team.



Report all unsafe moving and handling equipment to their Service Manager / Matron.

of

moving

and

handling
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Ensuring that all moving and handling incidents are reported immediately in accordance
with the Trusts incident reporting policy and that appropriate investigations are
undertaken.



Attending relevant organisational and departmental meetings and the dissemination of
information to staff.

3.5

Service user Handling Key Trainers

Working with the Ward/Home/Department Manager to Identify, assess and reduce risk of
moving and handling by;


Reviewing safe systems of work



Provision of training and supervision on all moving and handling techniques and
equipment



Updating records of training and competence in the use of moving and handling
equipment for each member of staff.



Ensuring compliance with the moving and handling policy



Overseeing that all equipment is decontaminated prior to and after use.



Reporting all unsafe moving and handling equipment or practices to their Home/Ward
manager.



Attending Key Trainer meetings as required to problem solve, share ideas and current
information.



Attending key trainer updates as arranged by the trust as identified in the Essential
Training Policy.

3.6 Staff Handling Service users or Clients
All staff must work within the agreed framework to minimise risk to self, service user or clients
and visitors by:


Compliance with service user handling techniques and organisational and local safe
systems of work.



Selecting and using appropriate equipment for client needs and service user moving
and handling



To ensure that all equipment is decontaminated prior to and after use ensuring that a
decontamination label is attached.



Contributing to the moving and handling assessments, care planning and problem
solving.



Follow the control measures as described within the moving and handling risk
assessments, care-plans and understand the importance of the reporting of defects or
breakdowns of equipment, procedures, risk assessments, problems or changes.



Knowing when to stop and ask for help or guidance, including knowing the risk to self
and others of unsafe moving and handling practices.



Understanding body dynamics and service user handling principles using reflective
practice skills.



Maintain safe service user handling competences by attending regular training and
supervision



Understand the need to use specialist equipment for moving and handling of Bariatric
Service users (Appendix 17)
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3.7

All Trust Staff

Must work within the agreed framework to minimise risk to self, service user or clients and
visitors by:


Compliance with moving and handling techniques and organisational and local safe
systems of work.



Selecting and using appropriate equipment for moving and handling.



Ensuring all equipment is returned in good working order reporting any defects or
malfunctions immediately to their line manager. All unsafe equipment must be removed
from service and clearly labeled as unsafe to use.



Contributing to the moving and handling assessments and problem solving.



Follow the control measures written within the moving and handling risk assessments.



Taking up opportunities for formal and informal education and discussing moving and
handling training needs with their line manager or Health and Safety Manager.



Knowing when to stop and ask for help or guidance, including knowing the risk to self
and others of unsafe moving and handling practices.



Understanding body dynamics and safe moving and handling principles using reflective
practice skills.



Reporting all unsafe moving and handling equipment or practices to their manager/ key
trainer.



Attend a safe moving and handling update for inanimate / static loads (provided at
Essential Update Training).

3.8

Risk and Safety Team

Must identify, assess and reduce risk of moving and handling at organisational and
departmental level by;

4.



The development and implementation of a system for monitoring and analysing safe
systems of work.



The development and implementation of a communications strategy throughout the
organisation, including feedback to and liaison with clinical managers, team leaders and
individual staff.



The provision of expert advice and guidance to all levels of the organisation.



Attendance at relevant strategic / operational organisational and departmental meetings.
There should be evidence of written reports and feedback to appropriate staff.

Procedure

In order to comply with this policy statement, the Trust has set the following procedures to meet
the requirements of the Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992 (as amended). This
procedure is set in two parts, one that addresses service user handling and the second that
address inanimate or static loads. (see Appendix 1 for definition of static load). It is advisable
that clinicians familiarise themselves with both parts of this procedure.
Moving and handling should be avoided as far as is reasonably practicable but where this is not
possible automating moving and handling activities should be the first consideration and those
risks associated with that activity should be controlled through the risk assessment process.
The measures identified should aim to reduce the likelihood of harm occurring, to the lowest
practical level.
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4.1

Service user Handling and Identifying the Risks

Examining the task will assist the assessor to understand the process that is required to
complete the action(s). Completing a ‘dry run’ will help in identifying any potential risks that may
arise from the operation of the equipment, the individual(s) behaviour and knowledge and on
the environmental and ergonomic factors.
When assessing the moving or the transferring of people, it may not always be possible or
practicable to achieve a satisfactory reduction of all the risks. Where it has been recognised that
the activity can not be avoided and that there is a likelihood of injury occurring, the first
consideration must be towards redesigning the activity.
The manager, in making a decision, will have to balance the rights, needs, dignity and choice of
the service user concerned against the degree of risk(s) identified and the ways in which this
might conflict with the health, safety and welfare of the staff.
No employee should be expected to move or handle service users in circumstances that are
likely to cause injury unless, a need arises to remove the service user from imminent physical
danger or where the service users life is in imminent danger i.e. fire, building collapse,
drowning, threat from bomb or bullet. Staffing levels will be such as to facilitate safe handling
and to enable a reasonable distribution of such tasks throughout the work period.
In all inpatient and some community settings there is a foreseeable need to move or handle frail
or physically disabled service users. Staff will receive training on all moving and handling
equipment that will be updated by the Ward/Home Managers or designated key Trainers (see
section 11).
Some examples of moving and handling tasks that place the carer and service user at risk of
injury if done without assistance are:


The transferring of service users from one position to another such as bath to chair,
commode chair to bed.



Hoisting a service user up from the floor



Weighing a service user



Bathing a service user in bed or on a shower chair



Undressing/dressing a service user



Applying anti-embolism stockings



Repositioning service user to the head of the bed,



Making an occupied bed

The moving or handling of people with limited or no mobility is considered to be hazardous.
Evidence has shown that assisting people with limited or no mobility requires two or more staff
using the approved techniques recommended and taught as part of service user moving and
handling training. Guidance levels on these staffing numbers should be identified through the
risk assessment process and where staffing levels are insufficient to meet this criterion this
should be reported to the Line Manager and immediate action taken.
Staff must be made aware of plans to deal with bariatric service users whose weight exceeds
that of the weight capacity of standard equipment such as beds and hoists as all equipment will
have a maximum weight limit. The Key Trainer for your area and should be consulted for further
advice.
Staff are not expected to catch or bear the weight of a falling or collapsing service user. Staff
should safely try to control the service user’s descent to the floor, thereby minimising the risk to
themselves and the service user, where possible.
Staff should be aware that failure to comply with the written instruction within the Safe Moving of
Service user’s Personal Profile Form could lead to disciplinary action.
It is best practice to provide service users and their relatives with details on how the service
user will be handled and moved under this Policy.
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Staff must be assessed as competent in use of all moving and handling aids and equipment
within their ward/unit prior to them using the equipment. This will be recorded on the appropriate
forms and copies retained by the manager (See Appendix 9 to 15)

5.

Risk Assessments

5.1

Generic risk assessments (See Appendix 6)

Managers/Key Trainers using the Trust Risk Ranking Matrix and the Generic Risk Assessment
will need to describe the activity under the hazard heading. To assist with the completion of
Generic Risk Assessments appendix 4 details the factors which risk assessments should take
into account T.I.L.E.E (Task, Individual, Load, Environment, Equipment).This is anything that
has the potential to cause harm followed by the risks identified within that activity i.e.
entrapment, twisting and reaching static or inanimate load handling ie boxes or files etc or any
service user handling task not covered in the service user handling assessment.
Generic risk assessments must be carried out by all departments within the trust to identify
moving and handling hazards.
The local control measures should describe the safe operating procedures to be used to reduce
the likelihood of that harm occurring. These controls must be immediate and within the
managers authority to do so. Further actions such as the purchasing of equipment and
arranging of training, can be described in the recommendations area of the assessment as
these are not immediate actions.
The completed risk assessment(s) and control measures must be communicated to all staff
involved in the activity and the opportunity for discussion offered to ensure full understanding of
the controls. They must also be reviewed regularly or as and when required i.e. a change in
circumstances or when accidents or near misses have occurred. The completed assessments
must be kept within the department and copies of all assessments should be sent to the Risk
and Safety Department.

5.2

Safe Moving of Service users’ Personal Profile Form

The Safe Moving of Service users Personal Profile Risk Assessment Form (Appendix 2) is in
two parts. The first is designed to assist staff to identify the service user’s mobility needs. It will
also assist in the identification of appropriate staffing levels and equipment required to carry out
the safe moving/transfer of that person. Where possible this form should be completed prior to
any admission by the Community Nurses, Physiotherapists and Occupational Therapists. This
will allow appropriate staffing levels and equipment to be planned in advance. If not, it must be
completed as soon as practicably possible on admission. This document takes into account the
Person, Environment, Activity, Carer and Equipment (PEACE) which assess the client/service
users mobility and level of communication. However more specific risks pertaining to each
individual’s profile will need to be included as these arise. The second part of the assessment
takes into account the activity, carer and equipment that also lists some of the known risks
associated with these activities. Once completed the risk assessments should be placed in the
service users file and be reviewed regularly or when circumstances or the service users
condition changes.
5.2a Safe Moving of Bariatric Service users
If a service user/client is confirmed as Bariatric as defined in the definitions section of this
policy, specialist lifting equipment may be required to carry out the safe movement of these
service users. Bariatric service users present specific problems for the carers, they will normally
have more mobility problems and reduced balance, they are more likely to fall and present
particular difficulties when trying to recover them from the floor. Specialist equipment will be
required for this purpose and the Key trainer and/or the Risk and Safety Team can advise which
equipment is most suitable. It is therefore imperative that a service user specific risk
assessment (appendix 2) is carried out prior to any moving or handling of the service user.
Further guidance on specific requirements for bariatric service users is available in appendix 17.
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5.3

Consent

Where the use of equipment has been identified to aid the moving and handling of a service
user or client, this should be discussed with the service user and where appropriate their
relatives. If moving and handling equipment is indicated, where possible the informed consent
of the service user should be obtained, and documented in their nursing notes. Where this is not
possible the service user concerned must so far as possible be involved in the process, even
where the service user lacks the capacity the service user should not be excluded from the
decision-making process as quoted within the Mental Capacity Act 2005.
In the case of children under 16 years of age the parents/guardians consent should be obtained
wherever possible, and if appropriate, in all but the youngest children, consent obtained from
the child (RCN1999) and should be documented. If a child is not competent to give consent, it is
good practice to involve them as much as possible and make them feel they are part of the
decision-making process. This can be helped by giving them age-appropriate information.
Should the service user refuse to use moving and handling equipment this should be
documented in their clinical notes and an alternative measure to assist that person in transfer
operations should be considered.
If attempts fail to persuade the service user to allow the use of equipment the service manager
or matron for that area must decide whether to refuse the service user any element of care
involving moving and handling.

6.

Equipment

There is a wide variety of service user handling equipment available on the market some of
which can be expensive to purchase and costly to maintain. However, moving and handling
equipment can be of enormous help to staff and service users/clients in greatly reducing the risk
of injury or harm from moving and handling operations. Therefore the Trust requires managers
to:

6.1



have available the contact details of those companies responsible for maintenance,
repair and breakdown of equipment including ‘out of hours’ contact numbers



understand that where equipment is available it must be used.



follow the manufacturers and Trust instructions when using equipment and/or aids



ensure that health and safety conditions are maintained and that any deterioration is
detected and remedied in good time.



visually check the equipment/aids prior to using and report any defects immediately and
to remove from service until repaired by competent person



be competent in the safe use of moving and handling equipment and aids available to
them



treat the equipment with care



know how to de-contaminate the aids, equipment or accessories



explain to the service user/clients and their relatives the importance of using equipment
in the correct way (any advice given should be documented in the care plan)



the Medical Devices Liaison Officer must be consulted prior to purchasing new moving
and handling equipment.

Equipment pre-use safety check

A pre-use check is an important element of a safe system of work for lifting. Employees should
have appropriate training, instructions and experience so that they are able to carry out a pre
use safety check effectively.
The Lifting Operations and lifting equipment Regulations state that:
“The need for inspection where a risk assessment has identified a 'significant' risk to the
operator or other workers” (MHSWR 1992 reg.3)
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“Inspections would normally be carried out by an in-house competent person and include visual
and functional checks, for example that the emergency stop button on a people moving hoist
works correctly. They may be weekly or less frequent (monthly, quarterly)”
All lifting equipment used will be visually checked prior to its use and six monthly Planned
Preventative Maintenance (PPM) should be carried out. It is the responsibility of the designated
Service Manager/Matron and their Co-Coordinators, Key Trainers to ensure that staff visually
inspects any Moving and Handling equipment for the transfer of service users at the start of
each work shift. Appendix 7 will assist in identifying any potential problems.
Checks include, but are not limited to:

6.2



Hoist pre – use safety checks



Stand Aid pre – use safety checks



The Profiling Bed pre – use safety checks



Slings and Slide Sheets pre-use safety checks



Handling Belt pre-use safety checks



Carena Shower Chair pre – use safety checks

Six monthly pre-use safety checks (See Appendix 8)

Every six months using the equipment pre–use safety check (See Appendix 8) the designated
Medical Devices Co-ordinator, Unit Manager or Key Trainer will ensure that a written checklist is
completed for all lifting equipment. These six monthly inspections will need to be three months
out of phase with the contracted external service arrangements.
To assist staff in ensuring that equipment is inspected Appendix 8 can be used as a guide and
then completed and kept with Medical Devices Equipment Record Cards within the Medical
Devices folder.

7.

Control of Infection

Staff using moving and handling equipment should assume that they are contaminated and take
adequate precautions to reduce the risk to themselves and others. The use of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) is required when undertaking any decontamination activity-this
includes disposable aprons and gloves as a minimum, and should include visors/safety glasses
for eye protection.
1. Decontamination of equipment should be carried out between each service user use
with neutral detergent and water or using on-site laundering facilities where available.
2. Equipment contaminated with blood or body fluids should be disinfected according to
manufacturers' instructions.
3. Advice on infection control issues should be obtained from the Infection Control Lead
Nurse.
4. Research shows that even when not visibly soiled, items such as plastic handling slings,
sliding sheets, transfer boards and hoist slings carry considerable loads of pathogenic
organisms.
5. It is recommended that fabric lifting aids are allocated for individual service user use
unless the service user is fully dressed and poses a low infection risk.

8.

Medical Devices Equipment Record Cards

The trust has created Medical Device Equipment Record Cards for all medical devices that may
be held in wards, homes and team bases.
Ward, Home and team managers are the Trust designated Medical Devices Co-ordinators
responsible for the safe use and operation of medical devices within their clinical area. Their
responsibility ranges from training, servicing, maintenance and decontamination of all medical
devices.
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A Medical Device Equipment Record Card must be completed on all moving and handling
equipment held – these are available on the intranet in the Medical Devices Policy. Further
information can be obtained from the Medical Devices Management Policy and Procedure.

8. 1 Competency in the operation of Equipment forms (Appendix 9 to 14)
A competency in the operation of equipment form is designed to ensure that all staff are able to
use Moving and Handling Equipment safely. It is the responsibility of the ward/Home Manager
or Key Trainer for your area, to ensure that all the relevant checklists are completed for each
member of staff as proof of their competency in using all people moving equipment within their
area of work. There must be at least three assessments observed prior to signing off the
member of staff as competent on any new equipment.
There are checklists for the following pieces of equipment.
Use of Active and Passive Hoists (appendix 9)
Use of Slide Sheets (appendix 10)
Use of Profiling Bed (appendix 11)
Use of Stand Aid (appendix 12)
Use of Carena/Carindo Shower Chair (appendix 13)
Use of other equipment in your area (appendix 14)
This list is not exhaustive in the event of the checklist for your piece of equipment not being
available contact the Risk and Safety Team who will source the appropriate checklist. A copy of
training records must be attached to the appropriate Medical Devices Equipment Record Card.

8.2 Checklist of Topics Covered (Appendix 15)
All staff are required to undertake practical updates on existing equipment within their work area
(See section 11 for frequencies). Using the Competency in Operation of Equipment form as a
guide, the Ward /Home Manager or Key Trainer will reassess staff in the safe use of moving
and handling equipment. On completion of the Ward /Home Manager or Key Trainer and
member of staff will sign acknowledging they have been assessed. A copy of training records
for all staff must be attached to the appropriate Medical Devices Equipment Record Card.

9. Procedure for the Safe Moving and handling of Inanimate (Bulk) Loads.
9.1

Safer Moving and Handling of loads – Risk assessments

Before anyone can start to control the risks in the workplace they need to know what they are,
how serious they are and who is exposed to them. The first step to managing the risk is through
the identification of risk. Appendix 4 is designed to assist staff and managers to identify
hazardous operations. This should be carried out preferably as part of a team to decide if there
are suitable precautions in place or if more is needed to be done to prevent harm. The
assessment takes into account the Task, Individual, Load, Environment and Equipment
(TILEE). Within each of these considerations should be given to:

9.1.1 Task. Is the load held or manipulated away from the body. As the load is moved
away from the trunk the general level of stress on the lower back increases. As a rough
guide, holding a load at arms length imposes about five times the stress experienced
when holding the load close to the body. The maximum recommended weight to be
carried should be no more than 16Kg for a small framed person and 20Kg for large
framed person.
Additionally, does the task involve twisting at the trunk, reaching upwards, considerable
lifting and lowering distances, carrying over a considerable distance and climbing stairs?
Does the task require pushing or pulling of the load?

Risk Reduction. Possible solutions include changing the task layout to reduce the risk
of injury for example move the load nearer to its drop off point. Consider relocating the
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storage of bulky items nearer to the operation. The optimum position for the storage of
loads is around waist height. Reducing the weight will greatly reduce the risk of injury.

9.1.2 Load. Is the load heavy, bulky, unwieldy or difficult to grasp? The shape and
weight of the load will affect the way in which it can be held. The risk of injury is greatly
increased if the load is lifted from the ground. The bulk of the load can also interfere with
the workers vision increasing the likelihood of slip trips and falls.
Risk Reduction. Consider a team approach or using mechanical aids such as trolleys
or flatbeds. Making the load more stable will avoid contact and minimise the risk of
injuries.

9.1.3. Individual Is the individual fit enough to carryout the task, does the task require
unusual strength? An individual handling capability varies with age. Do they have any
existing medical conditions that need to be taken into consideration such as disability
pregnancy or an existing muscular skeletal disorders.

Risk Reductions. As a general rule the risk of injury should be regarded as
unacceptable if the operation cannot be performed satisfactorily by a reasonably fit and
healthy person. Occupational health checks should take into account the physical tasks
that fall within the job specification such as moving and handling. Local induction
programmes will also highlight any operations that the individual is expected to perform.
Expectant mothers should not be considered to take part in any moving and handling
operation.

9.1.4. Environment. If the working environment hinders a safe moving and handling
operation the risks of injury are increased. Do the handlers have sufficient room to
manoeuvre, are the floors uneven, slippery or unstable and is there a variation in floor
levels? Lighting levels also play an important role in the safe movement of loads.
Dimness or glare may cause poor posture and moving from bright light to poorly lit area
can hinder judgement.

Risk Reduction. Before carrying out any moving and handling activity physically check
that there are no obstacles in the way and that the route is clear. Alternatively, if moving
a load over a distance, consider having the load delivered nearer to where the load
needs to be stored. Ensure that personal protective equipment is supplied i.e. boots and
suitable gloves.

9.1.5 Equipment. Ensure that where equipment is provided it is suitable to the task.
Additionally, staff should be trained in its operation ensuring that their competency levels
are maintained at predetermined intervals (see section 11).
To start a risk assessment it is advisable to follow the process from start to finish. By following
this ‘dry run’ the manager and their team and through discussion identify potential hazards. This
will help to identify suitable control measures prior to commencing the lifting operation. Some of
the basic risks have already been identified above. This assessment should also consider the
main risk factors such as awkward postures, the work environment and vibration from
equipment.
A written risk assessment must be completed for all inanimate load activities. This is to show
that due process has been undertaken that can be evidenced.

9.2

Action Points to Further Reduce the Level of Risk (see Appendix 5)

To reduce identified risks the use of TILEE at Appendix 5 will assist managers to identify safe
control measures however, these will need to be transferred onto the risk assessment. The
completed assessments and control measures should be reviewed regularly or as required i.e.
when there is a change in circumstances, accident or near miss event occurs. Updated copies
of the assessments should be sent to the Risk and Safety Department.
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10.

Incidents and Accidents

Any event or actual incident that results in injury, near miss or failure of equipment whilst
moving and handling objects or service users/clients must be reported immediately to the
person in charge, and the incident reporting procedure followed. A thorough investigation must
be completed as soon as is practicably possible and recorded on the back of the incident report
form. The Health and Safety Manager must also be informed of the event and where it is
deemed necessary should also be included in the investigation.

11.

Training

Training must be specific to the staff needs and job specific to the level required within their
place of work. All staff with the minimum competencies should be given adequate supervision
and the opportunity to update their skills according to their particular work area. The length of
training must be sufficient to encourage a change in knowledge, attitude and skills. Staff must
have sufficient time to practice and develop practical skills under close supervision.
Updates are necessary to ensure that competencies are maintained and built upon. They
should take the form of formal and informal clinical problem solving, supervision and feedback.
Managers should identify at the induction process and through the Personal Development
Review (PDR) process the specific training needs of staff for moving and handling including and
where appropriate service user handling. Managers should refer to the Trust Essential Training
Policy to establish the training requirements for staff (as identified in the training needs matrix)
and the processes in place to ensure staff receive relevant training.

11.1

Moving and handling of inanimate loads awareness session

All staff must attend Trust induction where they will receive a moving and handling of inanimate
loads awareness session. Annual updates will be provided through the Trust Essential Training
days. See Appendix 16 for details of training session content – the induction day session must
be completed within 3 months of commencing employment.

11.2

Moving and Handling of people

Some staff (as identified in the Essential Training Policy) should undertake moving and handling
of people training within 6 weeks of commencing employment with the Trust (or commencing a
role where this training is applicable) and before undertaking any service user handling
activities. Thereafter all staff involved in service user handling should undertake training at
frequencies below based on need, risk and job specification:

Staff working in older peoples (OPMHS) inpatient services and learning
disability inpatient service (LDS) – yearly



Staff working in any other inpatient or recovery setting – yearly



Staff working in any community settings – 3 yearly

Appendix 16 details the learning objectives of this training.

11.3

Unsafe Handling Techniques

The following service user handling techniques should not be attempted:
DRAG LIFT – Any lift that involves moving a service user with the nurses hand or arm under the
service users armpit
ORTHODOX LIFT – A nurse on each side with one arm under the service user’s back and
another arm under the leg.
AUSTRALIAN LIFT – A nurse on each side, nurse bends forward to allow the service user’s
arm down the back.
TOP and TAIL – Combination of the orthodox and drag lift
BEAR LIFT – Standing the service user to allow the nurse’s arm around the back and the
service user’s arm around the nurse’s neck.
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11.4

Local Induction

As part of the local induction process the Ward/Home Manager or Key Trainer will:
 Train staff on moving and handling equipment used within their area of work.
 Ensure all staff are fully conversant with Service user moving and handling assessments and
care plans and all other moving and handling risk assessments and the need to follow these
guidelines.
 There should be at least three assessments observed on each piece of equipment prior to
signing off the member of staff as competent.
Students on placement must have arrangements in place to ensure that they achieve the
competencies before handling service users on a clinical placement.
Advice on moving and handling training issues is provided by the Learning and Development
Team.

11.5 Recording and Monitoring of attendance at training
Recording and monitoring of attendance and follow up of non attendance at training will be
carried out as outlined in the Essential Training Policy. Key trainers are responsible for
ensuring they complete and return a monthly training record to the Learning and Development
Administration Team, who will maintain a central training database.
It is the manager’s responsibility to ensure that all staff undertakes the appropriate training in
the time frames previously described. The Essential Training Policy requires managers to
maintain local essential training records, which includes moving and handling training
undertaken.
The following forms are available to key trainers from the learning and development
administration team that should be returned upon completion.


The Trust signing in sheet



Evaluation form

12.

Development, consultation and ratification

This policy was developed by the Health and Safety Manager, in conjunction with Risk & Safety
colleagues. The policy was sent to Trustwide Health & Safety Committee and staff side
representatives for consultation. Ratification was delegated from the Quality Committee to the
Professional Practice Forum.

13.

Equality Impact Assessment

This policy will be equality impact assessed in accordance with the Organisation wide policy for
the development and management of procedural documents (034/2008/Coporate)

14.

Monitoring Compliance

Line managers and supervisors will monitor staff training needs and attendance, initially via the
Induction process and thereafter annually as part of the Personal Development Review (PDR)
process. Where training needs or non attendance are identified line managers will ensure staff
members are booked to attend as necessary. Monitoring of essential training non-attendance
will be undertaken as detailed in the Essential Training Policy.
Line managers and supervisors will review, and amend if necessary, all staff and service user
moving and handling risk assessments at least annually or whenever circumstances change,
whichever is soonest. As part of this review Line Managers and Supervisors will ensure existing
processes for raising awareness and reducing moving and handling operations are still suitable
and sufficient.
As per the Risk Management Strategy and Policy any significant moving and handling risks will
be entered on to the Trust risk register.
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Directors, Deputy Directors and General Managers will review their risk registers monthly
identifying moving and handling risks. They will subsequently liaise with Line Managers and
Supervisors to ensure action plans and control measures are implemented and risk registers
updated as appropriate. Risk registers will also be reviewed at division health and safety
forums. Any high and extreme risks will go on the Trust wide risk register and an organisational
update will be provided at the Trustwide Health and Safety Committee.
As part of the policy review the policy sponsor and author will ensure, through consultation, the
correct roles and responsibilities for staff and forums / committees are identified within the
document.

15.

Dissemination and Implementation of Policy

This policy will be uploaded onto the Trust website by The Governance Support Team.
Publication will be announced via the Communications e-bulletin to all staff.

16.

Document Control including archive arrangements

This policy will be stored and archived in accordance with the Organisation wide policy for the
development and management of procedural documents (034/2008/Corporate)

17.

References

 HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ETC ACT 1974
 MANUAL HANDLING OPERATIONS REGULATIONS 1992 (as amended) 2002
 PROVISION AND USE OF WORK EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS 1998
 LIFTING OPERATIONS AND LIFTING EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS 1998
 MENTAL CAPACITY ACT 2005
 MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK REGULATIONS 1999

18.







Cross References

Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Induction Policy
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Essential Training Policy
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Medical Devices Management Policy
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Risk Management Strategy and Policy
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Incident and Serious Incident Policy
Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Infection Control Policy and Procedure
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Appendix 1

WHAT IS STATIC LOAD?




Static load occurs when the body is kept in the same and unsound position for a
prolonged period of time (static posture) (compare: dynamic light & repetitive load and
dynamic heavy load) this includes twisting whilst in a bent position it will lead to pain in
neck, back & shoulders.
More & more focus on this “invisible load”
HOW CAN WE MEASURE
STATIC LOAD?

Lifting
0 kgs
of weight

Lifting
10 kgs
of weight

Lifting
30 kgs
of weight

24 kgs
Approx 4
st
124 kgs
Approx19
to 20 st

36 kgs
Approx 5
to 6 st
168 kgs
Approx 26
to 27 st

56 kgs
Approx 9 st

Action Categories:
Normal position. No action
required

Standing or sitting
upright

Load in this position is slightly
harmful. Action to change the
position should be taken in the
near future

Bending at a 30°
angle

Load in this position is distinctly
harmful. Action to change the
position should be taken as
soon as possible

Bending at a 60°
angle

176 kgs
Approx 27
to 28 st

237 kgs
Approx 37
st

351 kgs
Approx 55
st

Load in this position is
extremely harmful. Action to
change the position should be
taken immediately

Bending at a 90°
angle

179 kgs
Approx 28
st

243 kgs
Approx 38
st

366 kgs
Approx 58
st

252 kgs
Approx 40
st

(Chaffin and Anderson)
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Appendix 2

Safe Moving Of Service users Personal Profile Risk Assessment
Page 1 of 3
Name of person…………………………………
Ward/Unit………………………………………...

Safe Moving Of Service users
Personal Profile

Date of admission………………………………
Date of Birth……………………………………..
Service users weight on
admission…………………………

Is the Person totally independent yes/no If yes assessment need go no further If no continue the
assessment
Signature___________________________

Print name________________________________

Mobility

Y/N

No of staff required. Equipment required, please
include equipment already being used.

Standing to Sitting (bed)
Getting into bed
Sitting to Lying in bed
Can reposition whilst in bed including turning.
Lying to Sitting in bed
Getting out of bed
Sitting to Standing (bed)
Sitting to Standing
Chair/wheelchair
Standing to Sitting
Chair/wheelchair
Standing
Walking
Lowering to the floor
Rising from the floor
Stairs/steps
Getting into bath/shower
Getting out of bath/shower
Getting on the toilet/commode
Getting off the toilet/commode
Getting in the car
Getting out of the car
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Safe Moving of Service users Personal Profile Risk Assessment
Page 2 of 3
This form will assist managers, key trainers and staff to identify risks from carrying out
the transfer of service users.
The Person is:- (Please add other
information not identified or
remove if not applicable)
Able to follow instructions?
Able to speak?
Partially sighted/blind?
Deaf/hard of hearing?
Disorientated time/place?
Verbally aggressive?
Physically aggressive/unpredictable?
Poorly motivated?
Nervous?
Does pt. have pressure injury?
C/o pain/stiffness?
Taking medication
Is the service user classified as
Bariatric

Y/N

LONE
Suggested risks (Please add other
WORKING risks not identified or remove if
not applicable)

Y/N

LONE
WORKING

Environment

Is the person being transferred from
one room to another?
Are there space constraints?
Are there obstacles such as furniture,
other people or other equipment?
Flooring. Is it slippery, wet and
uneven?
Are there stairs to negotiate?

Slip, trip and fall injury due to:
 Wet or uneven flooring
 Negotiating stairs
Cuts, bruising due to knocking
against furniture, doorframes if
moving between two rooms
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Safe Moving of Service users Personal Profile Risk Assessment
Page 3 of 3
Is the Activity:
Suggested risks (Please add
other risks not identified or
remove if not applicable)
Y/N LONE
Pain/strain in neck, shoulders, back
WORKING and arms
Slipped Disc.
Repetitive, Strenuous, Frequent
Exhaustion if it is repetitive
Forceful
Pre-Patellar Bursitis of the knee due
Does it involve staff:
to working from the floor.
Adopting an unsound posture
(inflammation of the bursa)
Twisting, Stretching, Reaching
Exacerbate existing health problem
Gripping, Rapid movement
Miscarriage
Adopting an awkward posture
Litigation
Working from the floor
Twisting, Stretching, Reaching
Two staff (min) to be involved in lift

CARER
Y/N

LONE
Miscarriage
WORKING Litigation
Exacerbate existing health problem

Y/N

LONE
Physical injury due to incorrect
WORKING use of equipment
Entrapment of fingers/toes etc
whilst using equipment
Damage to property due to
incorrect use of equipment

Does the activity put at risk those who
may be pregnant or have a health
problem?

EQUIPMENT

Is it appropriate for the task?
Has the safe working load been
identified?
Is it in good order and free from
damage?
Do the staff require any special training
for it’s safe performance
(i.e. how to use equipment)
Loops and fastenings secure
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Appendix 3

Manual Handling – Safe moving of people suggested control measures
Page 1 of 3
The suggested control measures listed below are not exhaustive all staff in consultation
with their Manager/key trainer may adapt/change these measures to meet the needs of
their Service users and work environment etc.
SUGGESTED CONTROL MEASURES
SERVICE USER
Inform the service user of your intentions
Staff should carry out guidelines/instructions as per the service users care plan for all moving and
handling activities

ENVIRONMENT
Prior to carrying out the activity:
Plan your route and remove all obstacles that may put yourself/others at risk
Inform others of your intentions and when you have returned if you have to escort the person
away from the unit/ward
Ask colleagues to assist with opening and closing doors
Wipe/clear up any spillages along your route prior to the transfer
Where possible maximise the space you are lifting from, transporting and lowering to
This may include redesigning the environment

ACTIVITY
When lifting people staff will:
Use equipment
Where equipment is not available the manager will:
Hire appropriate equipment until the service user as been discharged or equipment
has been purchased
Use two staff (min) when hoisting
Selecting appropriate sling for service user
Ensure loops or fastenings are securely attached
Ensure 360 degree visibility
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Manual Handling – Safe moving of people suggested control measures Page 2 of 3
CARER
All staff will report any health problem or pregnancy that may put them at risk prior to carrying
out the activity
Staff will ask for assistance where the activity requires two or more staff to safely
transfer the service user

EQUIPMENT
Staff should seek advice on what equipment is available to assist them with the activity
Prior to using the equipment staff should:
Visually inspect the equipment for any sign of fault/damage
If a fault or damage is found then it should not be used and reported to your line manager.
It should be clearly marked that it is unsafe to use and removed from use.
Where equipment is not available managers should purchase appropriate equipment
Once a week a documented audit should be completed of all equipment and aids used
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Manual Handling – Safe moving of people further control measures page 3 of 3

You may wish to comment on alternative aids, training needs, possible improvements
etc.
Consider what can go wrong if control measures are not followed:

Print Name

Signature

Please keep a copy for your records. One copy to your Service Manager. One copy to the
the Risk and Safety Team.
MANAGEMENT ACTION

The following equipment/works are needed
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Appendix 4

Moving and Handling – Inanimate Load Assessment page 1 of 3
This form will assist managers/key trainers to identify risks from carrying out moving
and handling operations within their work area.
Service

Unit/Ward

Date

DESCRIPTION OF MOVING AND HANDLING ACTIVITY

TASK
Does it involve bending (this will also include a bent and/or twisted position) at any of the
angles listed below:
Yes/ LONE
RISKS (Please add other risks not
WORKING
No
identified or remove if not
applicable)
30˚ angle
Pain/strain in neck, shoulders, back
and arms
Slipped Disc
Exhaustion if it is repetitive
60˚angle
90˚ angle
Is the task repetitive? i.e. lifting
from ground level to waist height
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Moving and Handling – Static Load Assessment page 2 of 3
INDIVIDUAL
Y/N

LONE
WORKING

Does the activity put at risk those who
may be pregnant or have a health
problem?






Pre-Patellar Bursitis of the
knee due to working from the
floor. (Inflammation of the
bursa).
Delayed first aid assistance if
working alone
Exacerbate existing
injury/health problem
Overspend on budget
Cover










Slip, trip and fall injury due to:
Vision being obscured
Cuts
Bruising
Scold
Entrapment of fingers/toes etc
Damage to property if dropped etc
Litigation




Do the staff require any special
training for its safe performance
(i.e. how to assess the weight of an
unmarked load)?

LOAD
Y/N
Is the load intrinsically harmful (i.e.
sharp/hot)?
Difficult to grasp?
Are the contents secured?

LONE
WORKING

Would the load obscure the handler’s
vision?
Does the load weigh up to 10kgs
Does the load weigh up to 30kgs
Does the load weigh over 30kgs
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Moving and Handling – Static Load Assessment page 3 of 3
ENVIRONMENT
Y/N

LONE
Entrapment of fingers/toes etc
WORKING whilst moving between rooms.
Pain/strain in neck, shoulder,
back and arms due to Working in a
cold environment and/or carrying
load long distances.
Slip, trip fall resulting in physical
injury due to wet or uneven flooring
or negotiating stairs.
Exhaustion if it is repetitive.

Y/N

LONE
Physical injury due to incorrect
WORKING use of equipment.
Damage to property due to
incorrect use of equipment.
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) is
thought to arise in part from
entrapment or compression of
nerves in the wrist which could
stem from vibration.

Is the load carried more than 10 metres
without rest?
Are you working outside?
Flooring. Is it slippery, wet and uneven?
Especially in entrances
Are there obstacles such as furniture,
other people, or other equipment?
Space constraints?
Are there stairs to negotiate?
EQUIPMENT

Is it appropriate for the task?
Has the safe working load been
identified?
Is it in good order and free from
damage?
Is there vibration through the load
due to flooring when being
pushed/pulled?
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Appendix 5
Moving and Handling – Inanimate Load suggested control measures
page 1 of 4
SUGGESTED CONTROL MEASURES
TASK
When lifting staff will:












Not try to lift objects that are awkward. Before you lift a heavy object, make sure you
have firm footing.
To pick up an object that is lower than the level of your waist, keep your back straight
and bend at your knees and hips. Do not bend forward at the waist with your
knees straight.
Stand with a wide stance close to the object you are trying to pick up and keep your
feet firm on the ground. Tighten your stomach muscles and lift the object using your
leg muscles. Straighten your knees in a steady motion. Do not jerk the object up to
your body.
Stand completely upright without twisting. Always move your feet forward when lifting
an object.
If you are lifting an object from a table, slide it to the edge to the table so that you can
hold it close to your body. Bend your knees so that you are close to the object. Use
your legs to lift the object and come to a standing position.
Avoid lifting heavy objects above waist level.
Hold packages close to your body with your arms bent. Keep your stomach muscles
tight. Take small steps and go slowly.
To lower the object, place your feet as you did to lift, tighten stomach muscles and
bend your hips and knees.
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Moving and Handling – Inanimate Load suggested control measures page 2 of 4
INDIVIDUAL
All staff should report any health problem, pregnancy or disability that may put them
at risk prior to carrying out the task
Staff should ask for assistance with lifting should the load be difficult to grasp by
one person
Should the load require two or more people to lift and carry then equipment
should be used to transport the load
If the load exceeds your lifting limit, if possible split the load, if not do not lift and ask for
assistance

LOAD
Check the load prior to lifting for any sign of:
Damage. If damaged do not lift if there is a risk of physical injury to yourself/others.
Sharp edges. If there are sharp edges do not lift:
Unless you are wearing suitable personal protective clothing such as industrial gloves.
If staff cannot get a firm grip of the load then they should not lift it and ask for assistance.
Where possible split the load to reduce the weight.
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Moving and Handling – Inanimate Load suggested control measures
page 3 of 4

ENVIRONMENT
Prior to carrying out the task:
Plan your route and remove all obstacles that may put yourself/others at risk.
Inform others of your intentions and when you have returned (if you are carrying to other
rooms/depts etc).
Ask colleagues to assist with opening and closing doors.
Wipe/clear up any spillages along your route prior to carrying out the task.
Where possible maximise the space you are lifting from and lowering to.
This may include redesigning the work areas.

EQUIPMENT
Where equipment is provided it should be used
Staff should seek advice on what equipment is available to assist them with the task i.e
transporting heavy loads.
Prior to using the equipment staff should:
Visually inspect the equipment for any sign of fault/damage
If a fault or damage is found then it should not be used and reported to your line manager
immediately.
It should be clearly marked that it is unsafe to use and removed from use.
Where equipment is not available managers should consider the purchase of appropriate
equipment.
Where there is a risk of injury due to sharp edges industrial gloves should be worn
Staff to wear appropriate clothing and footwear required to carry out the task as safely as
possible.
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Manual Handling – Safe moving of inanimate loads further measures page 4 of 4

You may wish to comment on alternative aids, training needs, possible improvements
etc.

Print Name

Signature

Please keep a copy for your records. One copy to your Service Manager. One copy to the
the Risk and Safety Team.
MANAGEMENT ACTION

The following equipment/works are needed
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Appendix 6
Risk Assessment Form
Risk Number
Date and Review Details
Assessors Surname

Assessment Date

First Name

Review Frequency

Job Title

Next Review Due

Contact Number
To Where Does This Risk Relate
Site

Division

Department

Directorate

Specialty
Hazard, Work Task or Activity
Hazard / Reason for Risk Occurring:

Risk Classification
Risk Group

Cost of Failure Value

(Contributory Factors Headings)

Risk Type

Cost of Failure Description
(Issue / Opportunity / Risk / Threat)

Current Status
Risk Description
Details:

Persons Affected
Classification
Staff

Other

Staff

Other

Number Affected

Frequency (D / M / Q / Y)

Initial Risk Rating
(Multiply Severity X Likelihood to get Risk Rating score)
Severity

Likelihood

Rating

1

Corporate
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Existing Controls
Control type

Details

Effectiveness

Residual Risk Rating (after Controls are taken into account)
(Multiply Severity X Likelihood to get Risk Rating score)
Severity

Likelihood

Rating

1

Corporate

Actions to Reduce Risk
Action Type

Responsibility

Description

Target Date

Target Solutions
Solution Type (Accept /

Details

Benefit

Cost

Eliminate / Reduce /
Transfer)

Manager / Signatory
Name

Job Title
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Guide to Completing the Risk Assessment Form
Risk Number – if the Form is completed as a web form then this two-part number is
automatically generated for you. If you are completing this manually or as a word document
then the first box should be a number i.e. 01, 02, 03, etc and the second box the date the
form was completed, i.e. 23/11/09
Date and Review Details – Complete your surname, first name, job title and telephone
contact number. Put down the date you actually carried out the assessment and state a
frequency you best think the assessment should be reviewed, i.e. Daily, Weekly, Monthly,
Quarterly and Yearly. From the date of the assessment and the frequency you stated put
down the next review due date.
To Where Does This Risk Relate – Example of each given below
Site - Maple Ward; Department – Meadowfield Unit; Specialty – WAMHS Acute Inpatient;
Division – WAMHS; Directorate – Operations Directorate.
Hazard, Work Task or Activity – Hazard / Reason for Risk Occurring. This is a clear
description of how you came to discover or know about the hazard. It could be a significant
issue / hazard from an infection control audit, the RIP, an incident or SUI, a complaint, an
external agency visit, etc
Risk Classification – to classify Risk Group, the Trust is using the National Patient Safety
Agency list of Contributory Factors. Service user Factors; Staff Factors: Task Factors;
Communication Factors; Team Factors; Education & Training Factors; Equipment Factors;
Work Environment Factors; and Organisational Factors. The Risk Type is the second part
of this list. The list is available from the Risk and Safety Team.
Cost of Failure Value is based on the cost in monetary terms that the Trust may incur if the
risk is not addressed, i.e. £5,000 fine from the HSE; could be claim for compensation from
a service user or staff.
Cost of Failure Description – most cases it will Risk. Current Status – will be, Open; Closed;
or Archived. Most of your assessments will be Open.
Risk Description – this will be the details of what you are recording as a hazard and can
cover many different issues from damage to property, violence, moving and handling and
ligatures, to a failure of objectives, financial issues and project management. See Risk
Management Strategy and Policy document Appendix B, Consequence / Impact Table.
Persons Affected – records all persons affected by the hazard(s) you have identified in
this risk assessment. Classification is, staff member – may be limited to certain grades,
service user, contractor, visitor, someone from another organization / agency.
Existing Controls – It is important that you must only put in this section measures that you
have in place at the time of writing this assessment. You cannot say controls existing if they
cannot be evidenced that they are operation and effective.
Risk Assessment – this is the assessment of the risk (using Risk Matrix) with the existing
controls in place.
Actions to Reduce Risk – record here the actions you believe are necessary to reduce the
risk further. Action Types are – Eliminate / Remove, Substitute, Enclose, Policies
(Information, instruction and training), Accept.
Second Risk Assessment – you have to give an estimate of how much the ‘Likelihood’ of
occurrence / re-occurrence will be after these controls have been implemented (the
‘Severity’ should remain the same).
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Target Solutions – you must decide from the four options whether you believe everything
possible has been done or if additional resources need to be found to address the risk. If
something can be done record what it is, the benefits of doing it and approximate cost to
implement.
Manager / Signatory – any staff member can complete a risk assessment if they have the
ability to do so. However the Line Manager / Supervisor will always have responsibility for
managing the activity / process safely. See Trust Risk Management Strategy and Policy
Document for details.
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Example
Risk Assessment Form
Risk Number

1234
Date and Review Details

Assessors Surname

Assessment Date

First Name

Review Frequency

Job Title

Next Review Due

Contact Number
To Where Does This Risk Relate
Site SPFT

Division

Department

Directorate

Specialty
Hazard, Work Task or Activity
Hazard / Reason for Risk Occurring:
Moving and Handling of static and inanimate loads

Risk Classification
Risk Group

Cost of Failure Value

(Contributory Factors Headings)

Risk Type

Cost of Failure Description

(Contributory Factors List)

(Issue / Opportunity / Risk / Threat)

Current Status
Risk Description
Details:
Injuries to back, shoulders arms and legs
Slip, Trip or Fall
eg
Moving A4 paper boxes from resource room to photocopier
Moving tables in meeting room prior to meeting
Lifting files from shelf to desk or desk to shelf
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Persons Affected
Classification
Staff

O

Other

O

Staff

O

Other

O

Number Affected

Frequency (D / M / Q / Y)

Existing Controls
Control

Details

Effectiveness

Design

Assess the possibility of bringing the process to the
load rather than take the load to the process

Training

Use kinetic principles
Keep the back straight
Hold load close to the body and arms close to the
sides
One foot pointing in the intended direction of travel
and the other at right angles to it so that once the
load is lifted you are facing the direction of intended
travel.

Procedure

Clear obstacles and obstructions before lifting

Supervision

Ask for assistance where necessary

Design

Use mechanical aids wherever possible

Training

Regular Training in basic lifting principles
Risk Assessment

Severity

4

Likelihood

3

Rating

12

Corporate

Actions to Reduce Risk
Action Type

Responsibility

Description

Target Date

Obtain advice from Risk and Safety
team re specialist advice or equipment
requirements.
Following the implementation of these actions, what will the Risk Rating be
Severity

Likelihood

Rating
Target Solutions

Solution Type (Accept /

Details

Benefit

Cost

Eliminate / Reduce / Transfer)

Manager / Signatory
Name

Job Title
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Appendix 7

Equipment Daily pre-use safety check form
Page 1 of 2
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit Manager or
Key Trainer for your area, to ensure that staff visually inspects all people moving equipment
prior to using equipment. The following lists will assist in identifying any potential problems
with the device. However, not all of the checks listed will be relevant as it will dependant on
the hoist.

Hoist pre–use safety check
Hoist
All wheels moving freely and show no signs of damage (mobile hoist only)
All tracking moving freely and show no signs of damage (overhead tracking hoist only)
The battery has sufficient charge and the handset functions fully
Check for bare electrical wires and damages to socket etc.
Check that the brakes work
Check the emergency stop mechanism, it must be off so that the hoist can be used
The legs of the hoist should be able to widen to aid manoeuvrability
Is the safe working load identified?
Proof of regular check by competent person, (i.e. Representative from the manufacturer)
Safe storage of handset when not being used
Spreader bar fitted securely and correctly
Decontamination after use

Sling
Cleanliness of sling
Check stitching for signs of fraying before each use
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Check the loops/clips are not split/ broken
Decontamination after use
Stand Aid pre – use safety check
Make of stand aid
All wheels moving freely and show no signs of damage
The battery must have sufficient charge and the handset functions fully
Check for bare electrical wires and damages to socket etc
Check that the brakes work
Check the emergency stop mechanism. It must be off so that the stand aid can be used
Is the safe working load identified?
Proof of regular check by competent person, (i.e. Representative from the manufacturer)
Decontamination after use
Sling
Cleanliness of sling
Check stitch for sign of fraying before each use
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Check the loops/clips are not split/ broken
Decontamination after use
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Equipment Daily pre-use safety check form
Page 2 of 2

The Profiling Bed pre – use safety check
The Profiling bed
The base of the bed moves freely in all positions
All wheels moving freely and show no signs of damage
Check for bare electrical wires and damages to socket etc.
Check that the brakes work
Is the safe working load identified
Does the handset function fully
Decontamination has required

Slide Sheets pre-use safety check
Slide Sheets
Cleanliness of slide sheet
Wear and tear
Check stitching for signs of fraying before each use
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Decontamination after use

Handling Belt pre-use safety check
Handling Belt
Cleanliness of Belt
Wear and tear
Check stitching for signs of fraying before each use
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Decontamination after use

Carena Shower Chair pre – use safety check
Carena Shower Chair
All wheels moving freely and show no signs of damage
The battery must have sufficient charge and the handset functions fully
Check for bare electrical wires and damages to socket etc.
Check that the brakes work
Safe working load
Charging of battery
Prove of regular check by competent person, (I.E. Representative from the manufacturer)
All fittings secure i.e. footplates
Decontamination after use

Hoisting and Stand Aid Slings
Hoisting and Stand Aid Slings
Cleanliness of sling
Wear and tear
Check stitching for signs of fraying before each use
Check Body of Sling for wear or damage
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Decontamination after use
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Appendix 8

Six monthly equipment pre – use safety check
page 1 of 2
Using the individual equipment pre–use safety check the designated Medical
Devices Co-ordinator, Unit Manager or Key Trainer will ensure that this
checklist is completed six monthly for all lifting equipment. Please ensure that
the serial number is identified for each piece of equipment.
Ward/Unit
List make, model of all lifting
equipment, including profiling beds
below
EXAMPLE 1- Liko, Viking hoist
EXAMPLE 2 – Arjo, Carendo Shower
Chair

Service
serial
number
00011
CAR01

Faults found
Yes or No
No
Yes

Date of
first
check
02/04/08
02/04/08

Date of
second
check
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Six monthly equipment pre – use safety check page 2 of 2
List identified faults and the action/s taken to address them.
EXAMPLE 2 – Action taken: Carendo Shower Chair taken out of service due to wear and tear
of electrical wiring. Reported to team manager and estates 02.04.08. Alternative
arrangement made – hired Carendo Shower Chair until broken one fixed.

Signature__________________________ Print name_________________________________
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Appendix 9

Competency in the operation of Hoist
(Page 1 of 2)
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit Manager or
Key Trainer for your area, to ensure that this checklist is completed for each member of
staff as proof of their competency in using this piece of equipment. There should be at
least three assessments observed prior to signing off the member of staff as competent.
Ward/Unit

Service

Make of Hoist:
Date

Date

Date

Review of Risk Assessment/Care plan
Are all wheels moving freely and show
no signs of damage (manual hoist)
Is the tracking moving freely and show
no signs of damage (overhead hoist)
The battery must have sufficient charge
and the handset must work
Check for bare electrical wires and
damages to socket etc.
Check that the brakes work
Check the emergency stop mechanism,
it must be off so that the hoist can be
used
The legs of the hoist must fit under the
bed
The legs of the hoist should be able to
widen to aid
Manoeuvrability.
What to do in the event of an emergency
Safe working load
Charging of battery
Proof of regular check by competent
person, (I.E. Representative from the
manufacturer)
Safe storage of handset when not being
used
Spreader bar fitted securely and
correctly
Decontamination after use
Instruction in safe method of operation
Inserting / removing sling
Transferring from chair to bed, bed to
chair
Transferring from chair to chair
Getting a person up from the floor
Is able to use equipment putting into
action back care ergonomic principles
and correct posture.
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Competency in the operation of Hoist (Page 2 of 2)
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit
Manager or Key Trainer for your area, to ensure that this checklist is completed for
each member of staff as proof of their competency in using this piece of equipment.
There should be at least three assessments observed prior to signing off the
member of staff as competent.
Sling:
Identify and ensure correct sling is used for purpose of transfer
Check stitching for any signs of fraying before each use
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Check the loops are attached securely to the sling
Check all clips are attached securely
Labels go on the outside of the sling when it is positioned
Use residents own sling
Decontamination after use
Is able to use equipment putting into action back care,
ergonomic principles and correct posture

Date

Date

Date

I confirm that I have received instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed
above.
Name:

Signature:

I confirm that I have given instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above
and am satisfied that the member of staff is competent in its use.
Name:

Signature:

(Copies must be retained by the Manager)
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Appendix 10

Competency in the operation of Slide Sheets
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit Manager or
Key Trainer for your area, to ensure that this checklist is completed for each member of
staff as proof of their competency in using this piece of equipment. There should be at
least three assessments observed prior to signing off the member of staff as competent.
Ward/Unit

Service

Slide Sheet
Review of Risk Assessment/Care plan
Cleanliness of slide sheet
Check stitching for any signs of fraying before each use
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Where appropriate decontaminate prior to sharing
Decontamination after use
Instruction in safe method of operation
How to reposition a person
How to move a person from a confined space
Placing Sling prior to use of Hoist
Is able to use equipment putting into action back care, ergonomic
principles and correct posture

Date

Date

Date

I confirm that I have received instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above.
Name:

Signature:

I confirm that I have given instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above and
am satisfied that the member of staff is competent in its use.
Name:

Signature:

(Copies must be retained by the Manager)
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Appendix 11

Competency in the operation of the Profiling Bed
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit Manager or
Key Trainer for your area, to ensure that this checklist is completed for each member of
staff as proof of their competency in using this piece of equipment. There should be at
least three assessments observed prior to signing off the member of staff as competent.
Ward/Unit:

Service:

The Profiling Bed
Review of Risk Assessment/Care plan
Check that base of the bed moves freely in all positions
Are all wheels moving freely and show no signs of
damage
Check for bare electrical wires and damages to socket
etc
Check that the brakes work
Safe working load.
Safe storage of handset when not being used
Proof of regular check by competent person,
(I.E. Representative from the manufacturer)
Decontamination
How to reposition a person
How to sit a person
How to stand a person
Is able to use equipment putting into action back care,
ergonomic principles and correct posture

Date

Date

Date

I confirm that I have received instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above.
Name:

Signature:

I confirm that I have given instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above
and am satisfied that the member of staff is competent in its use.
Name:

Signature:

(Copies must be retained by the Manager)
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Appendix 12

Competency in the operation of Stand Aid
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit Manager or Key Trainer
for your area, to ensure that this checklist is completed for each member of staff as proof of their
competency in using this piece of equipment. There should be at least three assessments observed
prior to signing off the member of staff as competent.
Ward/Unit:

Service:

Make of Stand Aid
Date
Date
Review of Risk Assessment/Care plan
Are all wheels moving freely and show no signs of damage
The battery must have sufficient charge and the handset must work
Check for bare electrical wires and damages to socket etc
Check that the brakes work
Check the emergency stop mechanism,
it must be off so that the stand aid can be used
What to do in the event of an emergency
Safe working load
Charging of battery
Proof of regular check by competent person,
(I.E. Representative from the manufacturer)
Decontamination after use
Transferring
Removing the foot plate and knee brace
in the event of using as a walking aid
The Sling
Cleanliness of sling
Check stitching for any signs of fraying before each use
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Check the loops are attached securely to the sling
Check all clips are attached securely
Labels go on the outside of the sling when it is positioned
Are the instructions clear and easy to read
Decontamination after use
Use residents own sling
Inserting / removing sling
Is able to use equipment putting into action back care, ergonomic
principles and correct posture
I confirm that I have received instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above.
Name:

Date

Signature:

I confirm that I have given instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above and am
satisfied that the member of staff is competent in its use.
Name:

Signature:

Copies to:
Your Manager
Training Administration
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Appendix 13

Competency in the operation of how to operate Carena / Carendo Shower Chair
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit Manager or Key
Trainer for your area, to ensure that this checklist is completed for each member of staff as
proof of their competency in using this piece of equipment. There should be at least three
assessments observed prior to signing off the member of staff as competent.
Ward/Unit:

Service:

Carena Shower Chair
Review of Risk Assessment/Care plan
Are all wheels moving freely and show no signs of damage
The battery must have sufficient charge and
the handset must work
Check for bare electrical wires and damages
to socket etc.
Check that the brakes work
Safe working load
Charging of battery
Proof of regular check by competent person,
(I.E. Representative from the manufacturer)
All fittings secure i.e. footplates
Decontamination after use
Is able to use equipment putting into action back care,
ergonomic principles and correct posture

Date

Date

Date

I confirm that I have received instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above.
Name:

Signature:

I confirm that I have given instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above and
am satisfied that the member of staff is competent in its use.
Name:

Signature:

(Copies must be retained by the Manager)
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Appendix 14

How to operate other Moving and handling equipment in your area
It is the responsibility of the designated Medical Devices Co-Ordinator, Unit Manager or
Key Trainer for your area, to ensure that this checklist is completed for each member of
staff as proof of their competency in using this piece of equipment. There should be at least
three assessments observed prior to signing off the member of staff as competent.

Ward/Unit:

Service:
Date

Date

Date

Handling belt
Slideboard
Rope ladder
Turn table
Hi/ low chairs
Transfer boards
Is able to use equipment putting into action back
care, ergonomic principles and correct posture

OTHER EQUIPMENT

I confirm that I have received instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above.
Name:

Signature:

I confirm that I have given instruction in the safe use of the equipment listed above
and am satisfied that the member of staff is competent in its use.
Name:

Signature:

(Copies must be retained by the Manager)
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Appendix 15

Checklist of Topics Covered
Ward/Unit:

Service:

Print Name:

I confirm I have received instruction on the topics ticked below.
Content:
Make and Model Date
Staff sign on
√
completed completion
Use of Hoist
Pre safety check
Inserting / removing sling
Transferring from chair to
bed, bed to chair
Transferring from chair to
chair
Getting a person up from
the floor
Use of slide sheet
Pre safety check
Putting In
Taking out
Sliding up & down bed
Use of slide sheet to aid
sling
Repositioning a person
To aid rolling person into
recovery position
Removal from confined
spaces
Use of Handling Belt
Pre safety check
Handling belt transfers
Seated transfers & stand
aid
Walking a service user
Use of Profiling bed
Pre safety check
Sitting people up & get out
of bed
Repositioning a person
Use of any other Handling
Equipment available
Use of turntable
Use of transfer boards
Emergency out of
wheelchair/chair

Trainer sign on
completion

(Copies must be retained by the Manager)
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Appendix 16

Safe Moving and Handling training content and learning objectives
Induction & Annual Update - Safe Moving & Handling of Inanimate Loads Awareness Session
Trust Induction
Moving and Handling training forms an essential element of Trust Induction and staff will be
informed of:


Roles and responsibilities



Health and Safety Regulations

1. MANUAL HANDLING OPERATIONS REGULATIONS 1992 (AMENDED 1998)
2. HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ETC ACT 1974 (PART ONE, SECTION 2-(2)C)
3. MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH
(REGULATION 13(2) AND (3))

AND

SAFETY

AT

WORK

REGULATIONS

1999

4. THE LIFTING OPERATIONS AND LIFTING EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS 1998
5. THE PROVISION AND USE OF WORK EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS 1998


Back Care

Functions of the spine
Cost impact of musculoskeletal disorder
Static overload on the spine


Risk Assessment

Completion of the T.I.L.E.E. Assessment.
TASK
INDIVIDUAL
LOAD
ENVIRONMENT
EQUIPMENT
Essential Training Annual update
Staff will be informed of:
 Health and safety regulations
Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992 (amended 1998)
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 (part one, section 2-(2)c)
 Back Care
Functions of the spine
Cost impact of musculoskeletal disorder
Static overload on the spine
 Risk Assessment
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Induction & E-Learning Update


Importance of back care and posture, risk factors of back pain



Assessment of risk – TILEE, the importance of good housekeeping and individual
capacity



Overview of local moving and handling policies



Dealing with unpredictable occurrences



Use of equipment and techniques

Also as part of local induction for peoples handling the Ward / Home Manager or Key
Trainer will:


Train staff on moving and handling equipment used within their area of work.



Ensure all staff are fully conversant with Service user moving and handling
assessments and care plans and all other moving and handling risk assessments and
the need to follow these guidelines.



There should be at least three assessments observed on each piece of equipment prior
to signing off the member of staff as competent.
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Appendix 17
Bariatric Equipment and Handling Procedures


A service user defined as Bariatric (As stated in the definitions section 1:2 of this
policy) will require specialist equipment to move and handle them. Sussex
Partnership Foundation Trust does not usually hold this type of equipment in stock.
Therefore it is imperative that the service user is assessed pre-admission to
establish what equipment will be required.
 In most cases standard equipment will not have the load bearing capacity to deal
with a bariatric service user. Therefore, particular attention should be made to
transport vehicles, beds, mattresses, hoists, stand-aids, slings and wheelchairs etc.
When this type of equipment is required it can be hired from Southern Mobility.
Depending on the expected length of stay, a decision will need to be made as to
whether it would be more cost effective to purchase or hire the equipment. This
decision will rest with the manager.
The service user specific risk assessment will determine:A) How many staff are required to complete each task,
B) What equipment is to be used for each task
C) Specific hazards associated with each task
The manager must ensure that all staff are aware of the need to use the specialist
equipment and that they have access to the service user specific risk assessment.
Handling of bariatric service users presents a new set of problems for the carer, e.g. log
rolling a bariatric service user can be difficult and may require additional staff to
complete the task. However, the same regard should be given to the service user and
staff safety as it is for any other service user.
Bariatric service users may be more prone to bedsores because of the additional
pressure applied to specific areas of the body. Staff should be aware of the need to
inspect the service user on a regular basis.
Extra care must be taken when transporting a bariatric service user in hoisting
equipment as the additional weight may make the hoist unstable it may also be
extremely difficult to move, the service user specific risk assessment must include this
additional risk and all staff involved with the movement and handling of the service user
must be made aware of this.
Particular care must be taken when inspecting hoisting equipment used for bariatric
service users for: SWL (Safe Weight Limit) on the lifting equipment and sling
 Damage or wear and tear to lifting equipment and sling
 Sufficient battery power to complete the task.
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